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There has been a growing interest in using biofunctionalized magnetic particles for cell
isolation. This paper describes the synthesis and characterization of magnetite-polymer
(Fe3O4-poly-1-caprolactone, magnetite-PCL) microparticles surface functionalized with
amino and epoxy groups allowing easy covalent attachment of specific antibodies and sub-
sequent ability to bind target cells. Particles with different sizes (4–135 mm), spherical
shape and superparamagnetic behaviour (magnetite content of about 13 wt%) were obtained.
The functionalized microparticles presented high protein-binding capacity (coupling efficiency
of 47% for epoxy- and 71% for amino-functionalized particles) with a low level of non-specific
binding. We have further investigated the influence of initial protein concentration, pH, ionic
strength, temperature and incubation time on the capacity of amino-functionalized particles to
bind protein molecules. The results showed that maximum protein coupling is rapidly achieved
(�5 h) at pH 5.5 and low ionic strength (0.05 M NaCl). Furthermore, when cultured in direct
contact with osteoblast-like cells (Saos-2) or human-derived adipose stem cells (ASCs), the
amino-functionalized particles did not affect the proliferation and morphology of the cells.
As a proof of principle for the application of magnetic microparticles for cell isolation,
CD105 (endoglin) antibody was coupled to the magnetic particle surface to bind subpopu-
lations of human ASCs expressing the CD105 antigen. The isolation of CD105þ ASCs from
a heterogeneous cell population was confirmed by flow cytometry analysis. Given the demon-
strated potential of functionalized magnetite-PCL microparticles for selective cell isolation, we
expect that these particles may be further applied in immuno-magnetic cell separation owing to
their versatility and ease of surface modification.

Keywords: particulate materials; magnetic properties; surface chemistry;
cell recognition
1. INTRODUCTION

The interest and use of cell sorting for applications
in cell research therapy continue to increase. Cell separ-
ation by applying an external magnetic field is among
some of the most efficient methods for bulk cell separ-
ation. In this method, cells bind to cell-affinity ligands
on the surface of magnetic particles and are then
correspondence (erosado@dep.uminho.pt, hazevedo@
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separated from the bulk of the sample using magnetic
forces (figure 1).

Superparamagnetic particles, with no residual
magnetism upon magnetic field removal, are available
with carboxyl or amino groups on their surface allowing
the easy attachment of target ligands (e.g. antibodies).
Many companies offer particles with the desired size
and surface functionality for applications in cell isolation
[1–3], protein separation [4–6] and diagnostics [3,7–9].
Although much is now commercially available, the
development of new types of magnetic particles and
their surface modification are still an area of ongoing
research. Superparamagnetism, uniform and adequate
This journal is q 2011 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of (a) surface-functionalized magnetic particles and (b) the principle of cell isolation using
these particles.
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size distribution, and functionalized surface are considered
the most important characteristics in the design and for-
mulation of microparticles for cell isolation.

Usually, magnetite nanoparticles consist of an aqueous
dispersion of iron (II, III) oxide (Fe3O4) particleswith aver-
age size in the nanoscale (50–200 nm) and presenting
superparamagnetic properties [10]. The magnetite nano-
particles can be covered with organic or inorganic
compounds to protect them against aggregation by foreign
ions and promote their stability. Polymeric materials have
been widely used for this purpose [1,11–15] because they
have several advantages as coating materials. They are in
general non-toxic, presenting great processing versatility
and ability for surface functionalization. The most
commonly used polymers have been polystyrene, divinyl-
benzene and poly(methylmethacrylate) [13,16–18]. The
preparation of polystyrene microparticles involves labor-
ious polymerization reactions and they use highly toxic
compounds. In this work, we have chosen poly-1-caprolac-
tone (PCL) as the polymeric matrix to contain the
magnetite nanoparticles, knowing its demonstrated bio-
compatibility [19–22], processing versatility [23] and ease
of surface modification [24,25]. Furthermore, PCL has
been approved by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA)as abioabsorbable suture anddrug-delivery bioma-
terial, making it an attractive material for isolation of
human cells.

Particle binding to cells can occur either specifically,
by attaching to specific receptors on the cell surface, or
non-specifically, by general interaction with one or more
components of the cell membrane [26]. In both cases,
binding is expected to be governed by the nature of
the particle, including its size, composition and surface
properties. Functionalization of the surface with amino,
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epoxy and carboxyl groups allows the covalent attach-
ment of target ligands such as proteins [1,6]. Contrary to
passive adsorption, covalent immobilization provides a
stable material–biomolecule conjugate and avoids non-
specific binding [27,28].

To the best of our knowledge, the development of
superparamagnetic-PCL (m-PCL) microparticles with
suitable features for isolation of cells has not been
reported before. We believe that considerable efforts
will be directed to this area of research as functionaliza-
tion of microparticle surfaces with target ligands will
increasingly be used to control the interaction of
microparticles with cells.
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Immunomagnetic separation of cells using superpara-
magnetic particles or beads coated with antibodies
against surface antigens has been extensively investigated
[1–3,29]. It is a very selective and mild technology because
it permits rapid and efficient isolation of target cell popu-
lations. The cells bound to the magnetic particles remain
viable and thereafter they can be expanded by placing
the isolated fraction in suitable culture media.

Particle binding to cells is expected to be governed
by its size and surface properties. We have, therefore,
investigated these parameters in detail during the
preparation of m-PCL microparticles.

2.1. Preparation of superparamagnetic PCL
microparticles

Magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles were obtained by
adapting a classical co-precipitation method patented



Table 1. The effect of experimental conditions used for the production of m-PCL microparticles on their size, magnetite content
and magnetic properties.

sample
magnetite/
polymer ratio

PVA
(%)

stirring
rate (r.p.m.)

particle size
(mm)+ s.d.

magnetite
content (%)a

Ms/300 K
(emu g21) mr/300 K

m-PCL 1 0.005 1 11 000 93.7+ 8.3 0.59 3.8 0.2849
m-PCL 2 0.05 1 11 000 97.4+ 10.3 4.19 4.2 0.2530
m-PCL 3 0.10 1 11 000 107.0+ 9.2 10.34 4 0.3103
m-PCL 4 0.15 1 11 000 134.1+ 7.5 13.13 4.6 0.3007
m-PCL 5 0.10 0.5 11 000 112.0+ 4.8 n.a. n.a. n.a.
m-PCL 6 0.10 1 11 000 97.2+ 11.0 n.a. n.a. n.a.
m-PCL 7 0.10 2 11 000 82.6+ 8.3 n.a. n.a. n.a.
m-PCL 8 0.10 1 11 000 104.0+ 5.2 n.a. n.a. n.a.
m-PCL 9 0.10 1 20 000 52.1+ 6.9 n.a. n.a. n.a.
m-PCL 10 0.10 1 24 000 4.2+ 2.1 n.a. n.a. n.a.

aDetermined by thermogravimetric analysis.
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by Khalafalla & Reimers [30]. Oleic acid was added
during the synthesis to provide hydrophobicity and
adequate stability for the nanoparticle suspension.
Figure 2a presents a transmission electron microscopy
image of magnetite nanoparticles. They exhibit a regu-
lar spherical shape with the absence of nanoparticle
aggregates. The collected selected area electron diffrac-
tion data (figure 2b) confirm the presence of well-
defined broad diffraction rings typically observed in
Fe3O4 structures (311) and (220). Dynamic light scat-
tering measurements (figure 2c) show a mean
diameter of 50 nm and narrow size distribution.

The magnetite nanoparticles were further entrapped
within a PCL matrix to form the m-PCL microparti-
cles. Particles with spherical shape, smooth surface
and different sizes (4–135 mm) were obtained
(figure 2d and table 1). Particle size is an important
parameter in cell isolation, as it dictates the specific
interaction with cells [2,10,31]). Studies have reported
cellular internalization of various sized particles from
several nanometres to 3 mm [26]. In most current cell-
isolation techniques, the magnetic particles bind to
the cell surface and particle internalization by cells is
not essential. Particles of larger size may, however,
not be efficient owing to the lack of interaction with
cells (with a typical size of 10–100 mm). The type of
cell also adds a level of complexity, as particle binding
can vary depending on cell type and cell surface proper-
ties. Magnetic particles used for batch cell separation
typically have diameters of 50 nm (Miltenyi Biotech),
200 nm (Estapor), 1.5 mm (BioMagic, Biopal) to
2.8 mm and 4.5 mm Dynabeads (Invitrogen) [32].

We found that the size of m-PCL microparticles
could be controlled by varying several parameters
used during their preparation such as magnetite to
polymer ratio, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) concentration
and stirring rate (table 1).

The magnetite to polymer ratio was varied in the
range 0.005–0.15. The increase in the magnetite con-
tent resulted in the formation of larger size polydisperse
particles, but it did not influence the surface morphology
and spherical shape of the particles. PVA was used as
emulsifier and stabilizing agent during the particle
formation. It has been previously reported that concen-
trations of PVA higher than 2 per cent can induce
J. R. Soc. Interface (2011)
changes in the particle morphology, which can result in
the loss of spherical shape [33]. Therefore, the effect of
PVA concentration was also studied by varying its con-
tent in the emulsification medium, from 0.5 up to 2 per
cent. The size of the microparticles slightly decreases as
the PVA concentration increases (table 1), while the
shape and surface morphology of the particles are not
affected. Hence, we can state that PVA concentration
up to 2 per cent is suitable for the preparation of particles
using the emulsification method. The stirring rate is the
parameter with the most pronounced influence on the
size of the m-PCL microparticles. A monodisperse m-
PCL microparticle population, with a size of 4.2+
2.1 mm, was obtained when a stirring rate of 24
000 r.p.m. was used (table 1 and figure 2d). Size distri-
bution analysis for a representative sample, m-PCL 7,
showed that the microparticles exhibited unimodal distri-
butions centred on a population with sizes between 60
and 100 mm (figure 2f ). However, subpopulations with
different sizes are also obtained within a narrow size
range. The individual collection of these subpopulations
can result in the possibility of using a set of particles, pro-
duced under the same experimental conditions, but with
different sizes and narrow size range.
2.2. Characterization of m-PCL microparticles

The Fourier-transformed infrared (FTIR) spectrum of
m-PCL microparticles confirmed the presence of the
magnetite entrapped within the PCL matrix. The
characteristic broad band at 580 cm21 was observed
in the spectra of both synthesized magnetite and m-
PCL microparticles (figure 3b). Characteristic bands
of PCL around 1750, 1238 and 1172 cm21, which corre-
spond to C ¼ O, asymmetric COC, OC2C and
symmetric COC stretchings, respectively, are present
in PCL microparticles with and without entrapped
magnetite.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to confirm the
crystalline structure of the obtained magnetite nano-
particles (figure 3c). The XRD pattern confirmed the
magnetite (Fe3O4) structure for the nanoparticles
with detected peaks at 29.94, 35.4, 43.01, 53.4 and
56.96 2u degree (consistent with the standard data for
magnetite JCPDS card 19-0629). The XRD pattern of
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Figure 2. (a) Transmission electron microscopy image and (b) selected area electron diffraction pattern of synthesized magnetite
nanoparticles. (c) Size distribution of magnetite nanoparticles in water–glycerine (1 : 1, v : v) suspension measured by dynamic
light scattering (filled squares, volume; filled circles, intensity; filled triangles, number). (d) Scanning electron micrograph (SEM)
and (e) energy-dispersive (EDS) spectrum of magnetic poly-1-caprolactone (m-PCL 10; table 1) microparticles (note: the pres-
ence of the Au peak is associated with the coating of the samples for SEM–EDS analysis). ( f ) Size distribution of the m-PCL
microparticles (m-PCL 7, table 1) quantified by sieve analysis. Inset graph in ( f ) represents the distribution of particle size by
weight.
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m-PCL microparticles shows identical peaks, demon-
strating the entrapment of the magnetite in the PCL
matrix. The broadening of the peaks observed in the
pattern of the m-PCL microparticles is consistent
with the composite nature of the microparticles.

The amount of magnetite present in the m-PCL
microparticles was investigated by thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). TGA was performed under N2 atmos-
phere to minimize the mass increase owing to iron
oxidation, but allowing the polymer to thermally
decompose. TGA thermograms (electronic supplemen-
tary material, figure S1) obtained for the m-PCL
microparticles show a continuous weight loss in the
range of 300–4008C, which corresponds to the
decomposition of PCL [34]. The remaining mass after
this temperature corresponds to the iron content of
the sample. The amount of entrapped magnetite
coincides with the initial amount of magnetite added
in the solution for the m-PCL preparation (table 1).

The magnetic properties of m-PCL microparticles
are of key importance for their subsequent application
in selective cell isolation. We have, therefore, measured
the saturation magnetization (Ms), relative saturation
remnance (mr ¼Mr/Ms) and coercivity of remnance
(Hc) of the synthesized magnetite nanoparticles and
m-PCL microparticles and the results are presented in
table 1 and figure 4.

The measurements were performed at room (300 K)
and low temperature (5 K), at which magnetite presents
a characteristic magnetic behaviour. The magnetite
J. R. Soc. Interface (2011)
nanoparticles exhibited superparamagnetic behaviour
at room temperature with saturation magnetization
Ms ¼ 15.7 emu g21 (figure 4a). This value of Ms is
lower than the one reported for magnetite [35]. This
phenomenon has been observed and explained earlier
by other authors [11] and can be related to the use of
oleic acid (40% relative to the amount of produced mag-
netite) to coat the nanoparticles during their
preparation. Lower values were also obtained for mr

(0.0637) indicating a typical superparamagnetic behav-
iour, i.e. the absence of magnetic memory of the sample
once the applied field is removed. When the tempera-
ture was decreased to 5 K, the saturation of
magnetization increased to values of 51.5 emu g21 and
the presence of broader hysteresis loop was observed
(figure 4a: Hc ¼ 250 Oe, mr ¼ 0.2544). The increment
of the magnetization at low temperature can be related
to the correspondent decline of the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy. The fact that an incomplete saturation of
the magnetization was observed at 5 K can be related
to the presence of small grains (owing to the nature
of the sample), which also explains the gradual incre-
ment in Ms value after saturation. Moreover, at lower
temperature there is a rearrangement of the Fe2þ and
Fe3þ ions in the unit cell (magnetite crystallizes with
spinel structure) with the consequent variation of the
configuration of the magnetic moments in the unit
cell [36,37]. Figure 4b presents the magnetization
curves of the m-PCL microparticles. A typical super-
paramagnetic behaviour without any hysteresis loop
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic representation of the set-up for the preparation of m-PCL microparticles. (b) FTIR spectra and (c) XRD
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and with low values of magnetic remnance (mr ¼

0.0637) was observed. The entrapment of the magnetite
nanoparticles into the PCL matrix resulted in a decrease
in the saturation magnetization value to 4 emu g21. The
decrease in magnetization is due to the fact that the
polymer (PCL) has no magnetic properties. An excellent
isolation of the m-PCL microparticles from the sus-
pension can however be observed when a magnet is
placed near the container (figure 4c). Superparamagnet-
ism was also observed upon removal of the external
magnetic field.

After studying the effect of different parameters on
the particle properties, we have selected particles of
about 50 mm to conduct the subsequent studies (surface
functionalization, protein coupling, cell viability and
proliferation, and cell isolation).
2.3. Surface functionalization of m-PCL
microparticles

Amino-functionalized m-PCL microparticles were
obtained by an aminolysis reaction. The presence of
–NH2 groups on the modified m-PCL microparticles
(NH2-m-PCL) was quantified by the ninhydrin colori-
metric method. The absorbance, determined after
functionalization, is significantly higher in comparison
with the untreated microparticles, clearly confirming the
presence of amino groups on the surface. By controlling
J. R. Soc. Interface (2011)
the 1,6-hexanediamine concentration, reaction tempera-
ture and time, surfaces with different amino group
densities were obtained (table 2). The amount of –NH2

groups on the m-PCL microparticle surface increases with
the aminolysis time and 1,6-hexanediamine concentration.
However, for aminolysis time longer than 60 min and 1,6-
hexanediamine concentration higher than 10 per cent, the
density of the –NH2 groups decreases slightly. It was
found that the temperature used during the aminolysis
reaction does not influence the density of amino groups.
The highest density (5.0+0.2 � 1027 mol mg21) was
obtained for a reaction time of 60 min with 10 per cent of
1,6-hexanediamine.

The functionalized microparticles were analysed by
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The results
from XPS are summarized in table 3. We have observed
the presence of Fe in the survey spectra for all the
studied materials, evidence of the magnetite present
on the surface of the m-PCL microparticles. The detec-
tion of Si is due to the silicon wafers used as support for
the sample preparation. Nitrogen was detected only for
the –NH2-functionalized m-PCL microparticles, con-
firming the success of the functionalization. XPS
analysis did not show any significant difference between
epoxy-modified and unmodified m-PCL microparticles.
Previous studies have also reported some difficulties in
the characterization of epoxy groups on the surface
of particles and films by XPS [38,39]. To confirm
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Table 2. NH2 density (ninhydrin assay) as a function of the conditions employed for surface functionalization of m-PCL
microparticles.

sample
aminolysis
time (min) 1,6-hexanediamine (%) aminolysis temperature (8C) NH2 density (�1027 mol mg21)

m-PCL — — — 0.007+0.19
NH2-m-PCL 1 30 10 37 5.59+0.43
NH2-m-PCL 2a 60 10 37 6.27+0.33
NH2-m-PCL 3 90 10 37 5.54+0.56
NH2-m-PCL 4 60 2 37 3.69+0.40
NH2-m-PCL 5 60 5 37 4.06+0.27
NH2-m-PCL 6 60 20 37 4.08+0.59
NH2-m-PCL 7 60 10 25 5.84+0.83

aNH2-m-PCL microparticles with the highest amount of NH2 surface groups, thus selected for protein-binding experiments.
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the surface functionalization, we performed additional
experiments, namely protein-binding studies and
confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM).
2.4. Protein coupling on functionalized m-PCL
microparticles

We next investigated the possibility to covalently
attach protein molecules to our microparticles. Towards
this objective, we have performed protein-coupling
experiments using bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a
J. R. Soc. Interface (2011)
model protein. To achieve protein covalent binding to
the amino-functionalized m-PCL microparticles, a car-
bodiimide coupling was followed, while direct protein
attachment was performed for epoxide-functionalized
particles. Different conditions, in terms of initial protein
concentration, pH, ionic strength and incubation time,
were studied in the protein-binding experiments
(figure 5).

Analysis of the results presented in figure 5a indi-
cates that, as expected, a higher amount of protein
is bound to the surface of functionalized m-PCL



Table 3. Surface chemical composition of functionalized
m-PCL microparticles determined by XPS.

sample %C %O %Fe %N %Si %Na

m-PCL 57.4 28.4 0.7 n.f. 12.9 0.7
plasma-treated m-PCL 69.1 28.2 0.5 n.f. 1.4 0.7
epoxy-functionalized

m-PCL
57.8 29.0 0.5 n.f. 10.7 2.1

amino-functionalized
m-PCL

57.3 27.4 0.7 0.8 13 0.8
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microparticles in comparison with untreated and
plasma-treated controls. The highest amount of bound
protein was found when NH2-m-PCL microparti-
cles (N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N0-ethylcarbodiimide
hydrochloride (EDC)-mediated reaction) were used.
For both surface-activated microparticles, protein-
coupling experiments were carried out at pH 5.5. At
this pH, EDC reaction is highly favoured, whereas epox-
ide chemistry is favoured at neutral to alkaline pH.
Consequently, the amount of bound protein to NH2-
m-PCL microparticles via EDC is higher.

Proteins will initially occupy the microparticle
surface. On increasing the amount of added protein, a
binding plateau is reached. Saturation of the surface
functional groups by protein molecules is most probably
the explanation for this result. Above a certain value of
initial protein concentration, there are no more avail-
able groups for covalent coupling of additional protein
molecules. Consequently, the amount of bound protein
remains constant.

NH2-m-PCL microparticles were selected for further
study of the effect of experimental conditions on protein
coupling.

Figure 5b shows the influence of pH on protein bind-
ing on NH2-m-PCL microparticles. The maximum
protein binding was obtained at pH 5.5. The activation
of the carboxyl groups of proteins by EDC is favoured
at acidic pH. At lower pH, the amino groups at the
microparticle surface are highly protonated (NH3

þ)
and therefore not involved in the coupling reaction.
Furthermore, at this pH (below BSA isolectric point),
the net charge of protein is positive, resulting in electro-
static repulsion [40,41]. The overall result is a decrease
in protein binding at pH 3.5.

At pH 7, lower protein coupling was also observed.
Although it is reported that the EDC-mediated reaction
can still take place at pH 7 [42], this reaction is not
favoured at neutral to basic pHs.

The effect of ionic strength on protein binding was
studied by increasing the salt (NaCl) concentration.
Figure 5c shows the protein-binding isotherms on
NH2-m-PCL microparticles in 2-(N-morpholino)ethane-
sulphonic acid (MES) buffer at pH 5.5 and ionic
strength in the range of 0.05–1.5 M. A drastic decrease
in the bound protein was obtained at higher salt con-
centrations. The interaction of free carboxylic groups
of proteins with ionic species might hinder their avail-
ability to participate in the formation of amide bonds,
thus leading to lower binding yields [43].

Increasing the incubation time from 5 h to overnight
did not show any significant influence on the amount of
J. R. Soc. Interface (2011)
bound protein (figure 5d). Five hours of incubation
seems to be enough to allow reaction between the
amino groups present at the microparticles surface
with free carboxylic groups on the protein molecules.
Similarly, no difference was observed on the amount
of bound protein when the temperature changed from
258C to 378C.

Protein adsorption can occur at the material surface
through hydrophobic and/or electrostatic interactions
[44,45]. Weakly bound protein can be eluted by
repeated washings with buffer solutions containing sur-
factants. We have used Tween 20 surfactant to remove
adsorbed protein and the remaining protein in the
supernatant was quantified to determine the amount
covalently coupled. Table 4 summarizes the values
obtained for covalently bound protein to both amino-
and epoxy-functionalized surface. About 70 per cent
of protein was covalently bound on the amino-activated
and 47 per cent on the epoxy-activated surface.

CLSM was used to visualize the covalently coupled
protein (figure 5e,f ). Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-
labelled BSA was employed during the binding exper-
iments. CLSM results confirmed the successful surface
functionalization proposed in this work (amino and
epoxy) and consequently the covalent binding of the
FITC–BSA on the microparticles surface. The observed
fluorescence was more intense when NH2-m-PCL micro-
particles were used (figure 5e), which confirms a higher
coupling efficiency for these microparticles in comparison
with the epoxy-functionalized ones (figure 5f ).
2.5. Cell viability and proliferation in contact
with m-PCL microparticles

The effect of m-PCL microparticles on cell viability
and proliferation was followed-up to 7 days by
3-(4,5-dimethythiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymeth-206 oxy-
phenyl)-2-(4-sulphophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium (MTS)
and DNA assays, respectively. Human osteoblast-like
cells (Saos-2) were placed in contact with epoxy- and
amino-functionalized magnetic microparticles (1 � 105

cells ml21). m-PCL and plasma-treated m-PCL micro-
particles were used as controls to assess the effect of
surface functionalization, while Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) complete medium was used
as control for 100 per cent cell viability. Electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S2 and figure 6a present
MTS and DNA results, respectively. Increasing values
of optical density were found with increasing culture
time, indicating that none of the tested samples is
toxic for Saos-2 cells. The cell viability was found to
be above 80 per cent after 7 days of culture when com-
pared with positive control (100%). DNA results
showed no detrimental effect on cell proliferation in the
presence of the magnetic microparticles (figure 6a,b).
2.6. CD1051 adipose-derived stem cells isolation
from heterogeneous cell suspension:
feasibility of the developed immunomagnetic
isolation system

One common application of superparamagnetic micro-
particles is the isolation of stem cell subpopulations,
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Figure 5. Protein-binding experiments on m-PCL microparticles. Effect of (a) different surface functionalization, (b) pH, (c) ionic
strength and (d) incubation time on protein binding. Confocal microscopy images of the (e) amino- and ( f) epoxy-functionalized
magnetic microparticles after incubation with fluorescein-labelled protein. (a) Filled squares, NH2-m-PCL; crosses, epoxy-m-
PCL; grey circles, plasma-m-PCL; stars, m-PCL. (b) Asterisks, pH 3.5; filled squares, pH 5.5; grey circles, pH 7. (c) Filled squares,
0.05 M; filled circles, 0.10 M; grey inverted triangles, 0.50 M; stars, 1.50 M. (d) Incubation time: black line, 5 h; and grey line,
overnight.

Table 4. Protein-coupling efficiency on m-PCL microparticles with different surface functionalities (0.05 M MES buffer,
pH 5.5, room temperature, 5 mg ml21 of initial protein concentration).

sample bound protein (mg g21)a protein covalently coupled (mg g21) coupling yield (%)

m-PCL 3.42+ 2.5 — —
plasma-treated m-PCL 5.00+ 2.7 — —
epoxy-functionalized m-PCL 40.79+ 2.6 19.37+ 3.2 47.49
amino-functionalized m-PCL 68.04+ 3.0 48.92+ 1.9 71.90

aTotal bound protein corresponding to the amount of protein physically bound (adsorbed) plus covalently bound.
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namely subpopulations of adipose-derived stem cells
(ASCs) [46,47]. Adipose tissue is an abundant source
of adult stem cells with multipotent properties suitable
for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine [46,48].

Before performing cell isolation experiments with
ASCs, we studied the effect of amino-functionalized
m-PCL microparticles on their proliferation and
morphology. Characteristic morphology of ASCs was
observed when they were cultured in contact with the
microparticles (figure 6c) as no morphological changes
were identified in comparison with controls (cells cultured
in the absence of microparticles). After 7 days of culture,
the cells were able to adhere to the bottom of the well,
spread and proliferate in contact with the magnetic micro-
particles. The DNA quantification shows good cell
proliferation (figure 6b) indicating that the microparticles
do not influence the growth and proliferation of the cells.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2011)
ASCs have been described as mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs). According to the International Society for Cel-
lular Therapy guidelines, the criteria that define MSCs
are adherence to plastic, multipotent differentiation
potential and specific surface antigen (Ag) expression
(CD105, CD73, CD90) [49]. Antibodies against these
molecules will selectively bind to MSCs. Based on
that principle, we have coupled CD105 antibody on the
surface of the NH2-m-PCL to isolate a specific stem
cell population from a mixture of Saos-2 and ASCs.
Positive selection of CD105þ cells was successfully
performed using the developed superparamagnetic
microparticles coupled with CD105 antibody. As
shown in figure 6d, the CD105þ population could be iso-
lated with high purity, indicated by the absence of any
additional cell population. This result confirms the suit-
ability of the presented system for isolation of CD105þ
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Figure 6. (a) Proliferation of osteoblast-like cells (Saos-2) and (b) ASCs in direct contact with m-PCL micropaticles determined
by DNA quantification. (c) Optical micrograph of ASCs stained with methylene blue showing the cell morphology after 7 days of
culture in contact with the amino-functionalized magnetic microparticles. (d ) Flow-cytometry analysis of CD105þ cells (ASCs)
isolated from a heterogeneous cell mixture (10 : 1, Saos-2 : ASCs) using amino-functionalized magnetic microparticles previously
coupled with anti-CD105 antibody). (e) Viability and total cell number, before and after immunomagnetic isolation procedure,
assessed by trypan blue and manual cell count. (a) Unfilled bar, m-PCL; light grey bar, NH2-m-PCL; dark grey bar, plasma-m-
PCL; black bar, epoxy-m-PCL; checked bar, DMEM 100% control. (b) Light grey bar, NH2-m-PCL; dark grey bars, NH2-m-
PCL–EDC-BSA; checked bar, DMEM control.
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cells. In addition, the isolation procedure did not affect
the viability of the cells (figure 6e). A slight increase in
the number of dead cells was however observed after 3
days of culture. This could be partially mediated by the
antibody adhering to the cells. Similar observations
have been reported by other authors using different
types of immunomagnetic isolation systems [50,51].
Nevertheless, after 5 days of culture, the cells show
good viability and morphology. Thus, the system is
capable of effectively isolating viable cells for subsequent
cultivation and further applications.
3. CONCLUSIONS

We have described the synthesis and surface func-
tionalization of magnetite-polymer (Fe3O4-PCL)
microparticles and their utility in cell isolation.
m-PCL microparticles could be obtained with spherical
shape and different sizes (4–135 mm) by changing the
experimental conditions used during their preparation.
J. R. Soc. Interface (2011)
A suitable magnetic response was observed by the
application of an external magnetic field, allowing the
efficient particle separation from a solution, and no sig-
nificant residual magnetism was measured when
removing the field. Amino groups were successfully
introduced on the m-PCL microparticles surface by
aminolysis, whereas epoxy groups were introduced by
plasma grafting. Protein-binding studies on functiona-
lized microparticles showed high coupling yields with
low levels of non-specific adsorption, thus suggesting
the successful attachment of antibodies to microparticle
surfaces and subsequent cell-binding ability.

Additionally, the developed m-PCL microparticles
showed excellent biocompatibility in cell-based assays
(cell morphology, viability and proliferation) using
both Saos-2 and ASCs. CD105-functionalized magnetic
particles showed binding specificity to CD105þ cells,
thus demonstrating the feasibility of separating
CD105þ cells from a heterogeneous cell suspension.
We anticipate that the functionalization strategies
proposed herein enable a fast and reliable separation
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of viable cells and will expand the applications of
immuno-magnetic cell-isolation technology.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1. Superparamagnetic poly-1-caprolactone
microparticles preparation

PCL superparamagnetic microparticles were prepa-
red by an emulsion-solvent extraction/evaporation
method [52], in which synthesized magnetite nano-
particles were entrapped within a polymeric matrix
(figure 3a). Briefly, PCL was dissolved in 5 ml of
dichloromethane under vigorous stirring. After com-
plete dissolution of the polymer, the magnetite
nanoparticles were added. The mixture was sonicated
for 10 min at 100 W using an ultrasonic bath (Ultrasons
3001208, J. P. Selecta, Spain) to ensure a good dis-
persion of the magnetite nanoparticles in the
polymeric solution. Subsequently, the suspension was
dropped into a continuously stirred PVA solution
(100 ml), and emulsified for 4 h at different stirring
rates using the dispersing device ‘Ultra-Turrax Yellow
line DI 18 basic’ (IKA, Germany). Different experimen-
tal conditions, such as magnetite to polymer ratio, PVA
concentration and stirring rate were used (table 1). The
m-PCL microparticles were then collected by magnetic
separation, washed with distilled water and lyophilized
to obtain a fine brownish powder.

4.2. Surface functionalization of the
superparamagnetic PCL microparticles

4.2.1. Amino groups: aminolysis of m-PCL microparti-
cles [39]. Dried m-PCL microparticles were immersed in
a 1,6-hexanediamine/2-propanol solution. The micro-
particles were chemically functionalized at two
different temperatures (25 and 378C) maintaining the
reaction vessel under constant agitation (100 r.p.m.)
and varying the reaction time from 30 to 90 min. The
effect of several reaction conditions on the microparticle
functionalization was investigated (table 2). At the
end of each treatment period, the amino-functionalized
m-PCL (NH2-m-PCL) microparticles were collected
by magnetic separation and extensively dialysed
using deionized distilled water to remove free 1,6-
hexanediamine. Finally, NH2-m-PCL microparticles
were dried in a vacuum desiccator at room temperature
until constant weight.

4.2.2. Epoxide groups: cold plasma and epichlorohydrin
reaction. Epoxide groups were introduced on the sur-
face of the m-PCL microparticles using an adapted
methodology, earlier proposed by Larson et al. [53] for
oxide surfaces of films. The procedure is based on the
use of a plasma-activation step followed by chemical
reaction. Both plasma activation and chemical functio-
nalization were carried out in a radio-frequency plasma
reactor ‘PlasmaPrep5’ (Gala Instruments, Germany).

Before the experiments, the plasma chamber was
thoroughly purged with a continuous flow of the gas
(O2) used during the treatment to reduce trace amounts
of air and moisture. The m-PCL microparticles were
J. R. Soc. Interface (2011)
exposed to oxygen plasma. During the treatment,
the gas flow (O2) was adjusted in order to keep a con-
stant pressure of 0.18 mbar inside the chamber. A
power of 90 W was applied. The duration of the surface
activation was 2 min. Subsequently, vapours of epi-
chlorohydrin were introduced inside the chamber
(vapour pressure 21.18C at 13.8 mmHg) and allowed
to react with the particles for 30 min (electronic
supplementary material, scheme S1).

The epoxy-functionalized m-PCL (epoxy-m-PCL)
microparticles were then stored under dry controlled
conditions, using a vacuum desiccator, to preserve
their surface functionality.
4.3. Protein-binding experiments

BSA was selected as a model protein to study the ability
of the functionalized m-PCL microparticles to bind
protein molecules. For NH2-m-PCL microparticles, a
typical carbodiimide (EDC) activation-coupling exper-
iment was carried out [42]. Briefly, 10 mg of dried
NH2-m-PCL microparticles were resuspended in
0.05 M MES buffer followed by the addition of a freshly
prepared EDC solution (40 mg ml21 in 0.05 M MES).
The suspension was carefully mixed for 15 min at
room temperature. Subsequently, BSA, dissolved in
MES buffer, was added. The suspension was mixed on
an orbital shaker for two different time periods (5 h
and overnight) and at two different temperatures
(258C and 378C). The microparticles were washed,
resuspended in MES buffer and stored at 48C for further
analysis. To quantify the coupling efficiency, the
protein-bound microparticles were immersed in buffer
medium containing 1 per cent Tween 20, which removes
only the physically bound (adsorbed) protein [54,55].
After elution, the supernatant was analysed for protein
quantification. The protein concentration in the super-
natants was determined by absorbance measurement at
280 nm in a UV–vis spectrophotometer. The amount
of covalently bound protein was determined by the
difference in initial protein concentration and the
concentration of protein remaining in the supernatants.

When epoxy-m-PCL microparticles were used, the
particles were washed in MES buffer and subsequently
mixed with protein solution. The experimental pro-
cedure was identical to that previously described for
NH2-m-PCL microparticles.

The effect of several experimental parameters on the
covalent binding of BSA to the surface-functionalized
microparticles was studied. The pH was varied in the
range of 3.5–7 (MES buffer, 0.05 M). The influence of
the ionic strength was investigated by adding different
concentrations of NaCl (0.1, 0.5 and 1.5 M) to the
buffer solution.
4.4. Isolation of a specific subpopulation of
human adipose-derived stem cells

4.4.1. Coupling of mouse anti-human CD105-FITC
monoclonal antibody to the NH2-m-PCL microparticles.
The preparation of the superparamagnetic systems for
cell isolation includes the coupling of specific ligand to
bind to the receptors present in the surface of the
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target cell. The available primary amino groups on NH2-
m-PCL microparticles allow for the coupling of protein-
like molecules through their carboxylic acid groups fol-
lowing, for instance, carbodiimide activation. The
experimental procedure followed in this case was identi-
cal to that previously described for BSA coupling, but
using CD105 (mouse anti-human CD105 monoclonal
antibody (endoglin) conjugated with FITC; AbD Sero-
tec, UK) as ligand. In brief, approximately 1 � 106

dried NH2-m-PCL microparticles were resuspended in
0.05 M MES buffer for 1–2 min allowing the hydration
of the particles. Subsequently, the tubes were placed
near a magnet for 4 min and the supernatant was
removed. This washing procedure was repeated for at
least three times, followed by the addition of a freshly
prepared EDC solution in 0.05 M MES buffer. Sub-
sequently, 1 mg of CD105-FITC was added to the
particle suspension in MES buffer. The system was pro-
tected from the light and placed in an orbital shaker
overnight at room temperature. The tubes containing
the NH2-m-PCL microparticles coupled with CD105-
FITC were then placed near a magnet and the
supernatant was carefully removed. The washing
procedure was repeated maintaining the anti-CD105-
coupled microparticles stored in PBS solution (0.01 M,
pH 7.4) at 48C for further cell-isolation procedure.
4.4.2. Cell isolation. The ability of the functionalized
m-PCL microparticles to isolate specific cell subpopu-
lations from a heterogeneous cell mixture was tested
using a cell suspension of osteoblast-like cells
(Saos-2) and human-derived ASCs. For that, both
cell types were individually cultured until confluence
in DMEM (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) supplemented with
10 per cent of heat-inactivated foetal bovine serum
(FBS, Biochrom AG, Germany) and 1 per cent of
antibiotic/antimycotic solution (Sigma-Aldrich), from
now on referred to as DMEM complete medium, in
humidified atmosphere with 5 per cent CO2 at 378C.
The culture medium was replenished every 2 days.
Cells at the same passages (2, 3, 5) and identical cul-
ture times were individually harvested and mixed
together to obtain 1 ml of heterogeneous cell suspen-
sion (10 : 1, Saos-2 : ASCs) in PBS. About 1 � 106

CD105-FITC-coupled microparticles were used for
2 � 105 target ASCs in the heterogeneous suspension.
The suspension containing both cell types was incu-
bated with the magnetic microparticles coupled with
the fluorescent CD105 antibody. The mixture was
incubated in an orbital shaker for 20 min at 48C in
light-protected tubes. The tubes were then placed
near a magnet for 2 min and the supernatant contain-
ing the unbound cells removed. The positive cells
bound to CD105-FITC-coupled magnetic microparti-
cles were washed at least three times. The samples
were finally resuspended in acquisition buffer for
further flow-cytometric analysis.
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